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Abstract

To accommodate real-time multimedia application while satisfying application QoS requirements in a wireless ad-hoc
network, we need QoS control mechanisms. In this paper, we propose a new routing mechanism to support real-time
multimedia communication by efficiently utilize the limited wireless network capacity. Our mechanism considers a
wireless ad-hoc network composed of nodes equipped with multiple network interfaces to each of which a different
wireless channel can be assigned. By embedding information about channel usage in control messages of OLSRv2,
each node obtains a view of topology and bandwidth information of the whole network. Based on the obtained
information, a source node determines a logical path with the maximum available bandwidth to satisfy application
QoS requirements. Through simulation experiments, we confirmed that our proposal effectively routed multimedia
packets over a logical path avoiding congested links. As a result, the load on a network is well distributed and the
network can accommodate more sessions than OLSRv2 and QOLSR. We also conducted practical experiments using
wireless ad-hoc relay nodes with four network interfaces and verified the practicality of our proposal.
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1. Introduction

Wireless ad-hoc networks need no fixed communi-
cation infrastructures such as routers, switches, access
points, and cables. Nodes communicate with each other
through radio signals to organize a network and trans-
mit data from one node to another. For its infra-less
feature, wireless ad-hoc networks are considered the
promising technology to establish a means of commu-
nication where installation of network equipment and
cables is not allowed, difficult, or expensive as in a his-
toric landmark or a festival site or when conventional
communication infrastructures are destroyed such as in
catastrophic disasters like earthquake. In such situa-
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tions, wireless ad-hoc networks are expected to accom-
modate real-time multimedia traffic for remote monitor-
ing, video conferencing, and VoIP (Voice over IP) com-
munications.

Packets which are transmitted over a wireless ad-
hoc network include both of best-effort traffic (file
transfer, e-mail, and Web) and real-time traffic (re-
mote monitoring, video conferencing, and VoIP). It
has been recognized that the effective network capac-
ity of a single-channel and multi-hop wireless net-
work using the normal IEEE 802.11 standard MAC
is notn×(per-channel-throughput), butO(n/

√
n)×(per-

channel-throughput) [1], where n is the number of
nodes using the same channel in the network. In [2],
they further took into account that the phenomena, such
as medium contention, channel fading, and radio inter-
ference, causing the degradation of the effective band-
width. Since the capacity of wireless link is limited and
the effective bandwidth is much smaller for contention
among nodes [1, 2], it is not trivial to accommodate real-
time multimedia traffic in a wireless ad-hoc network.
Especially, the fact that real-time applications require
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certain level of QoS guarantee or control in terms of
packet loss, delay, and delay jitter makes it challenging.

Over the past several years, many studies have been
devoted to QoS control in wireless ad-hoc networks
[3, 4, 5, 6]. There are several techniques or meth-
ods for controlling QoS in wireless ad-hoc networks,
such as bandwidth reservation, channel switching, chan-
nel separation, and QoS-aware routing. For example,
QOLSR [4, 7] is a QoS-aware routing protocol based on
the conventional OLSR (RFC3626). In selecting MPRs
(MultiPoint Relay), which are nodes designated to re-
lay broadcast messages, QOLSR considers QoS-related
metrics, i.e. bandwidth and delay, than the hop dis-
tance used in OLSR. At the MAC layer, the modifica-
tion of IEEE 802.11 standard MAC protocol is consid-
ered to support frame transmission over a multi-channel
and multi-interface wireless ad-hoc network. A node
switches wireless channels [8] or both of channels and
interfaces [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] in a hop-by-hop man-
ner or a time-based manner, to reduce the number of
packet losses and improve the network throughput. In
[15], they consider multi-channel, multi-interface, and
multi-rate wireless network, but they do not consider
multi-hop scenario. Their idea is to assign physical links
having same or similar data rates on the same channel
to minimize the waste of channel resources due to in-
consistency among high and low data rate links. Ac-
cording to this modification, they overcome the perfor-
mance degradation caused by rate adaptation. Although
multiple channels and interfaces contribute to avoidance
of competition and collision for a wireless channel, P.
Kyasanur et al. showed that channel switching in the
same frequency band on an interface introduced non-
negligible switching delay in [14]. To tackle the prob-
lem, they proposed to classify interfaces on a node into
“fixed” and “switchable” interfaces so that neighboring
nodes can communicate with each other on their fixed
channels to avoid the interface switching delay. In their
proposal, fixed interfaces stay on their channels for a
longer period than switchable interfaces. There are sev-
eral proposals for controlling QoS as seen above. How-
ever, network layer protocols such as QOLSR need rout-
ing at all channels and MAC layer techniques need mod-
ification of MAC.

In this paper, we propose a QoS-aware routing mech-
anism for wireless ad-hoc networks, especially used for
temporal communication vehicle at a historic landmark,
a festival, or a disaster-affected area. Our mechanism
assumes a node equipped with multiple network inter-
faces and to each of which a different wireless chan-
nel can be assigned. More specifically, we consider
that the number of available wireless channels is equal

to or more than the number of interfaces and channels
are assigned to interfaces without overlap. Our mech-
anism consists of three cooperative techniques; band-
width estimation, efficient message distribution, and
logical routing. One of interfaces is assigned to best-
effort traffic and OLSRv2 (OLSR version 2) [16]. The
remaining interfaces are devoted to real-time multime-
dia traffic. A node estimates the usage of its wireless
channels and disseminates the information about the
available bandwidth on the node, called the bandwidth
information, to the other nodes in the whole network.
For this purpose, the bandwidth information is embed-
ded in control messages of OLSRv2 and propagated in
the whole network in an efficient and effective way. In
transmitting real-time packets, a source node tries to es-
timate the optimal path to its destination node to sat-
isfy application QoS requirements using the obtained
topology and bandwidth information. Since the derived
path, called a logical path, is different from the physi-
cal path from the source to the destination established
by the underlying OLSRv2, packets are encapsulated
by destination addresses of logical next-hop nodes so
that it traverses the logical path. Each intermediate node
receiving an encapsulated real-time packet chooses the
least used wireless channel on the node to transmit the
packet for efficient use of wireless channels and colli-
sion avoidance. One of key advantages of our mecha-
nism is that it can be implemented using off-the-shelf
hardware.

In the rest of this paper, we first describe our pro-
posal in Section 2 and explain implementation in Sec-
tion 3. Next, we perform simulation experiments to
evaluate the effectiveness of our proposal from view-
points of end-to-end packet delivery ratio, delay, delay
jitter, and node utilization in Section 4. Then, we further
build a prototype and conduct practical experiments to
verify the practicality in Section 5. Finally, we summa-
rize the paper and describe some future work in Section
6.

2. QoS-aware routing mechanism for wireless ad-
hoc networks

In this section, we first give an overview of our pro-
posed mechanism and describe three key techniques in
more details, i.e. estimation of the available bandwidth,
distribution of bandwidth information, and logical rout-
ing.

2.1. Overview of our proposed mechanism
We consider a wireless ad-hoc network consisting of

nodes equipped withK (2 ≤ K) wireless network in-
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Table 1: An example of wireless channel and IP address assignment.
IF ch IP addr–node 1 IP addr–node 2 IP addr–node 3

wlan0 1 192.168.0.1/24 192.168.0.2/24 192.168.0.3/24
wlan1 6 192.168.1.1/24 192.168.1.2/24 192.168.1.3/24
wlan2 11 192.168.2.1/24 192.168.2.2/24 192.168.2.3/24

terfaces. The same numberK of wireless channels is
available for wireless communication. Wireless chan-
nels are assigned to interfaces without overlap. With-
out loss of generality, we number channels and inter-
faces from 0 toK − 1, while assigning the same num-
ber to the coupled channel and interface and numbering
is the same among nodes. In our proposal, one channel
numbered 0, called “best-effort channel”, is reserved for
best-effort traffic and the otherK − 1 channels, called
“real-time channels”, are used for real-time traffic such
as voice or video data. On the best-effort channel, the
OLSRv2 with extension for our proposed mechanism
operates for proactive physical routing and bandwidth
information dissemination. Because of the application
scenarios, we assume that nodes are immobile. At least,
the topology is stable and unchanged while a session is
active. Nevertheless, condition of wireless communica-
tion can dynamically change by fading or some other
environmental effects.

Table 1 shows an example of wireless channel and
IP address assignment on our proposed mechanism. In
this example, each of nodes 1, 2, and 3 has three wire-
less network interfaces named wlan0, wlan1, and wlan2.
There are three available channels without interference,
1, 6, and 11. As seen, we assigned the interface wlan0
to channel 1, wlan1 to channel 6, and wlan2 to chan-
nel 11 on all of the three nodes. Each interface be-
longs to a different network, i.e. 192.168.0.0/24 for
wlan0, 192.168.1.0/24 for wlan1, and 192.168.2.0/24
for wlan2. Each node has a unique host address, 1, 2,
and 3. Therefore, node 1 for example has three IP ad-
dresses, 192.168.0.1, 192.168.1.1, and 192.168.2.1, on
three network interfaces. By such channel and address
assignment, channel switching can be easily done by
changing network address of a packet at a source node
and intermediate nodes.

Each node always evaluates the usage of real-time
channels and estimates the available bandwidth. Infor-
mation about the estimated available bandwidth is dis-
seminated over the whole network by being embedded
on control messages, i.e. HELLO messages and TC
(Topology Control) messages of OLSRv2 operating on
the best-effort channel. In our mechanism, with a help
of OLSRv2, all nodes obtain and maintain the complete
information about the available bandwidth on all nodes
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Figure 1: QoS-aware routing by proposed mechanism.

in the network.
Packets belonging to best-effort traffic are transmit-

ted to a destination node on the best-effort channel. In-
termediate nodes choose a next-hop node for the des-
tination node of a received packet in accordance with
the routing table maintained by OLSRv2. On the other
hand, packets belonging to real-time traffic are trans-
mitted to a destination on real-time channels traversing
a so-called logical path. A logical path consists of one
or more contiguous logical links. A logical link con-
sists of one or more physical links from one end to the
other. A logical path is determined taking into account
the topology of a wireless ad-hoc network, the available
bandwidth on all physical links, and application QoS
requirements.

Figure 1 illustrates an example of logical path con-
struction and packet forwarding. Figure 2 shows the
way that a packet is processed in our system. We re-
fer to a flow of traffic generated by a real-time applica-
tion as a session. When a packet to a new destination
is generated by a real-time application, a source node
determines a logical path to its destination for the ses-
sion. To determine a logical path, source node S first
considers a logical mesh topology on a physical net-
work (Figure 1(b)). Each of logical links in the logical
mesh topology is related to a physical path connecting
the two ends of the logical link. Then, source node S
tries to find an optimal path with respect to application
QoS requirements and some other metric if needed, to
destination node D. In this example, logical path S-B-D
is chosen (Figure 1(c)) and a physical path determined
by OLSRv2 could be S-E-F-D. The purpose of the log-
ical routing is to avoid traversing a physical path con-
taining any congested links, which deteriorate QoS pro-
vided to an application. So that packets travel the logi-
cal path, all packets belonging to the session for node D
are encapsulated by a logical routing header, which in-
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Figure 2: Packet processing in proposed mechanism.

dicates the first destination node B and the last destina-
tion node D, as shown in Figure 2. Encapsulated pack-
ets are sent to the first destination node B through the
physical path from source node S to node B, and then
sent to the final destination node D from node B (Figure
1(d)). In this case, the logical next-hop node at node S
is node B while the physical next-hop node at node S
is node A, based on OLSRv2 physical routing. There-
fore, node S sends a packet to node A, then the node A
forwards the packet to node B. The intermediate node
A only relays a received packet to node B, which is re-
garded as the destination of the packet from the physical
routing view point. For efficient use of wireless band-
width, each node chooses one real-time channel with
the largest available bandwidth among real-time chan-
nels in forwarding a packet to a physical next-hop node.
When a packet arrives at a logical intermediate node, it
is encapsulated with a new header indicating the next
logical hop node (Figure 2, node B). Then the packet
is forwarded to the logical next-hop node. In this way,
real-time packets traverse a logical path over a network
maintained by a physical routing protocol, i.e. OLSRv2.

2.2. Estimation of available bandwidth

There have been some studies on estimation of the
available bandwidth in a wireless network [2, 17]. The
easiest way is to subtract the measured throughput in the
MAC layer from the typical or ideal channel bandwidth
[2], that is, (available bandwidth)= (channel band-
width) − (measured throughput in MAC layer). In our
proposal, for the sake of simplicity, the available band-
width Bk(c) of channelc (1 ≤ c ≤ K−1) on nodek is es-
timated by Equation 1, whereWk(c) corresponds to the
ideal capacity of channelc on nodek, e.g. 54 Mb/s for
IEEE 802.11g,T is the estimation interval, andDk(c)
is the total amount of data transmitted and received on
channelc at nodek in the estimation interval.

Bk(c) =Wk(c) − Dk(c)/T. (1)

Then, the total available bandwidthBk for real-time traf-
fic on nodek is derived by the following equation.

Bk =

K−1∑
c=1

Bk(c). (2)

We should note here that we do not limit to the above
estimation and a node can use any of useful estimation
mechanisms proposed in literatures.

2.3. Distribution of bandwidth information on OLSRv2

On OLSRv2 (and OLSR) protocol, nodes to forward
TC messages are limited to avoid the loss of band-
width for control packets. They are called MPRs (Mul-
tiPoint Relay). Among nodes receiving TC message,
only MPRs rebroadcast the message. MPRs are chosen
in a distributed manner to keep the connectivity with the
smallest number of MPRs. Nodes which select other
nodes as MPR are called MPR selectors. Please refer
to the standard for selection of MPR (RFC3626 1.4. or
[18]).

Nodes exchange HELLO messages with neighboring
nodes in the range of radio signals at regular HELLO in-
tervals, e.g. 2 seconds. A HELLO message consists of
validity time, originator address of the message, neigh-
bor list of the originator, and some optional informa-
tion. In addition to HELLO messages, an MPR gener-
ates and disseminates TC messages at regular intervals,
e.g. 5 seconds. A TC message contains validity time,
originator address of the message, and addresses of its
MPR selectors. On receiving a TC message, a node
builds or updates a table called Topology Set consisting
of MPRs, their MPR selectors, sequence number, and
validity time. A node also builds or updates another ta-
ble called Attached Network Set consisting of OLSRv2
gateway address, network address which may be reach-
able via the gateway, prefix length of the network ad-
dress, sequence number, and validity time. A routing
table, called Routing Set, is built and maintained when
any of Link Set, Neighbor Address Association Set, 2-
hop Neighbor Set, or Topology Set changes. The Rout-
ing Set consists of destination address, next-hop address
to the destination, number of hops to the destination,
and interface address. Entries of the Routing Set are
copied to the IP routing table in the system.

In our proposal, the bandwidth information is also en-
trained in HELLO and TC messages by adding the ex-
tended field in the form of TLV (Type Length Value)
block. On receiving them, a node builds or updates the
Extended Topology Set, newly introduced for the pro-
posal, to maintain the bandwidth information.
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2.4. Logical routing based on bandwidth information
On receiving a first packet to a new destination, a

node generates a logical full-mesh topology. The cur-
rent physical network topology and bandwidth informa-
tion of each node are obtained from OLSRv2 with our
extension. A logical link between nodei and nodej
in a logical full-mesh topology is associated with the
available bandwidthB(i, j). The available bandwidth
B(i, j) is given as the minimum among the available
bandwidth of all physical links on the shortest path be-
tween nodei and nodej. The available bandwidth of
physical link is defined as the minimum of the avail-
able bandwidth on nodes at the both edges. For exam-
ple, the available bandwidthB(S, B) in Figure 1 is given
asB(S, B) = min(min(BS, BA),min(BA, BB)), whereBS,
BA, and BB are the total available bandwidth for real-
time traffic on each node derived by Equation 2. When
there are two or more shortest paths for a logical link,
one with the minimum available bandwidth is chosen.

Once a logical mesh network is constructed, a source
node begins to find the optimal path with the maximum
available bandwidth. First, a set of logical paths with
a logical hop count of less thanH are obtained from
the logical mesh network. The upper boundH is in-
troduced to avoid generating an unnecessarily long path
and shorten the calculation time. Then, a source node
derives the available bandwidth of each of logical paths
in the set as the minimum available bandwidth of logi-
cal links constituting the logical path. Finally, the log-
ical path with the largest available bandwidth in the set
is chosen for the session. When there are two or more
logical paths with the same largest available bandwidth,
the logical path that has the smallest physical hop count
is chosen for the session to minimize end-to-end delay.
When there are two or more logical paths with the same
largest available bandwidth and the smallest physical
hop count, the logical path found the earliest is chosen
for avoidance of overhead in memory copy.

3. Implementation of QoS-aware routing mecha-
nism

In this section, we describe how our QoS-aware rout-
ing mechanism is implemented on a wireless ad-hoc
network system. Figure 3 shows module components
of our proposed mechanism. In the figure, a node has
four network interfaces and four wireless channels. We
assign channel 0 for best-effort traffic and channels 1, 2,
and 3 for real-time traffic.

Packets generated by a best-effort application are
transmitted through channel 0. They are sent to a des-
tination following physical routing maintained by the

forward
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real-time applications

available BW

topology information

best-effort applications
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w BW info
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topology set
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UDP/IP
packet
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SW

BW
estimator

UDP/IP
packet

Figure 3: Module components of proposed mechanism (red: outgo-
ing, blue: incoming, green: control flow).

OLSR module, which implements standard OLSR with
our extension.

Packets generated by a real-time application are first
processed by the logical routing module (LR). On re-
ceiving the first packet of a new session, the LR deter-
mines a logical path based on topology and bandwidth
information maintained by the OLSR module. Packets
are encapsulated by an LR header indicating addresses
of intermediate nodes of the logical path as shown in
Figure 4, so that it traverses the logical path on the phys-
ical network maintained by the OLSR module. Encap-
sulated packets are passed to the switching (SW) mod-
ule. The LR header consists of two parts, i.e. the header
information part and the logical path information part.
The header information part consists of header identi-
fier, message type, number of addresses in the logical
path information part, message length, source port num-
ber, and destination port number. The logical path infor-
mation part consists of pairs of flags (IP version, source,
destination, and visited bit) and an IP address, from the
source node to the destination node on the logical path.
The LR maintains a table of existing sessions, called the
session management table, consisting of destination IP
address, source port number, destination port number,
timestamp, and the corresponding LR header informa-
tion. Timestamp in the table is updated when the entry
is made or referred to. The structure of the session man-
agement table, written in C language, is shown below.

struct session_management_table {
InetAddr dstAddr; /* destination IP address */
uint16_t srcPort, /* source port number */

dstPort; /* destination port number */
clocktype lastTime; /* made/referred timestamp */
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header ID

message_type

source port destination port

flags of node #1 (IP_ver, isSrc=1, isDst=0, isVisited=1)
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0 15 317 23
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information
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flags of node #n (IP_ver, isSrc=0, isDst=1, isVisited)

Figure 4: LR header format.

void *lr_info; /* LR header information */
}

Constructed LR headers are stored in a memory, and
the LR header information in the table is a pointer to
the corresponding one of them prepared to avoid recon-
struction overhead. If the session management table al-
ready has an entry for the session and less than 30 sec-
onds have passed since the entry was made or referred
to, the LR header is obtained from the LR header infor-
mation of the entry.

On receiving a packet from the LR, the SW looks
up the logical next-hop node of the packet. Next, the
SW determines a physical next-hop node for the logical
next-hop node based on the routing table. Then, the SW
selects one real-time interface with the maximum avail-
able bandwidth. Finally, the SW emits the packet des-
tined to the logical next-hop node though the network
interface.

On the contrary, when the SW receives a packet from
a network, it searches the logical path information part
in the LR header. The topmost node with unset ‘visited
flag’ is the logical next-hop node. If the logical next-
hop node is not node itself, the SW sends the packet to
the physical next-hop node on the physical path toward
the logical next-hop node. Otherwise, the SW forwards
the packet to its own LR. On receiving a packet from the
SW, the LR investigates the LR header to check whether
it is the final destination or not. If the node is the fi-
nal destination, the LR removes the LR header from the
packet and passes it to the corresponding real-time ap-
plication.

The SW is also responsible for estimation of the
available bandwidth. The BW estimator module in the
SW observes packet transmission and reception on real-
time channels, estimates the available bandwidth by
Equation 1, derives the available bandwidth of node by

localSubset

topologySubset[ ]

Extended_Topology_Set

Addr_BW_Info

InetAddr address

uint32_t BW_info

Addr_BW_Info myInfo

Addr_BW_Info neighborInfo[ ]

:

Addr_BW_Info MPRselectorInfo[ ]

Addr_BW_Info MPRInfo

:

Addr_BW_Info MPRselectorInfo[ ]

Addr_BW_Info MPRInfo

:

:

Figure 5: The structure of the Extended Topology Set.

Equation 2, and reports the result to the OLSR module
(OLSR). By using the message counter, the BW estima-
tor module counts the number of packets the SW sent
and received (all the while the SW is active) and their
total size in bytes including the actual size of UDP/IP
packet and estimated size of MAC header and MAC
trailer. The structure of message counter is shown be-
low.

struct message_counter {
uint64_t TxByte, /* number of sent bytes */

TxPacket, /* number of sent packets */
RxByte, /* number of received bytes */
RxPacket; /* number of received packets */

}

The OLSR manages a physical network by exchang-
ing HELLO and TC messages on a best-effort chan-
nel. The OLSR obtains information about the available
bandwidth of node from the SW. The obtained informa-
tion is stored in themyInfo field of thelocalSubset in
the Extended Topology Set, which deposits the original
topology information of OLSRv2 and additionally the
bandwidth information (Figure 5).Addr BW Info con-
sists of IP address and bandwidth information as shown
below.

struct addr_bw_info {
InetAddr address; /* IP address */
uint32_t bandwidth_info; /* bandwidth information */

}

The OLSR embeds the information about its avail-
able bandwidth in HELLO messages and sends them to
neighboring nodes. Once the OLSR receives a HELLO
message from a neighboring node, it also embeds the in-
formation about the neighboring node’s available band-
width in HELLO messages. In addition to HELLO mes-
sages, the OLSR of an MPR generates and disseminates
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TC messages embedded with the information about its
available bandwidth and the available bandwidth of its
MPR selectors. On receiving HELLO or TC message,
the OLSR builds or updates the Extended Topology Set.
The structure of the Extended Topology Set is shown
below.

struct extended_topology_set {
struct localSubset {
struct addr_bw_info myInfo; /* obtained from the SW */
struct addr_bw_info neighborInfo[]; /* from HELLO msgs */
}
struct topologySubset[] {
struct addr_bw_info MPRInfo; /* obtained from TC msgs */
struct addr_bw_info MPRselectorInfo[]; /* from TC msgs */
}

}

On receiving a request from the LR, the OLSR provides
the LR with the Extended Topology Set.

4. Simulation experiments and discussions

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
proposal through simulation experiments. We used
QualNet 4.0 simulator [19]. We based our OLSR mod-
ule on the nOLSRv2 [20] with some modifications for
supporting our proposed mechanism. Although the nor-
mal nOLSRv2 supports multiple interfaces, we modi-
fied the nOLSRv2 to operate on the best-effort channel
only, thus, no routing protocol operated on the real-time
channels.

4.1. Fundamental settings
We built a network consisting of 100 nodes ran-

domly distributed in the 6000×6000 m2 region. Each
node has four wireless network interfaces with Omni-
directional antenna, to each of which ch1 (2.412 GHz),
ch6 (2.437 GHz), and ch11 (2.462 GHz) for real-time
channels and ch14 (2.484 GHz) for best-effort channel
are assigned respectively. Many researches of ad-hoc
or mesh networks consider a simple connection model,
e.g. a node can communicate with other nodes in the di-
ameter of 125 m at the rate of 54 Mb/s and radio signals
can cause interference so the node cannot communicate
in the diameter from 126 m to 250 m. In our simulation,
different from these researches, a node can communi-
cate with other nodes in the diameter of up to 1219 m at
the rate ranging from 6 to 54 Mb/s depending on the dis-
tance shown in Table 2. Broadcasting data rate was set
to 6.0 Mb/s, which is the lowest rate of IEEE 802.11g
with OFDM, to keep network connectivity. Radio sig-
nals transmitted by a node can cause SNR (Signal to
Noise Ratio) deterioration of other nodes in the diame-
ter of 2237 m (-111.0 dB). We used the free space path-
loss model with no shadowing and no fading. A FIFO

Table 2: Transmitting data rates and maximum communication range.
transmitting data rate maximum communication range

6.0 – 9.0 Mb/s 1219 m
12.0 – 18.0 Mb/s 863 m
24.0 – 36.0 Mb/s 432 m
48.0 – 54.0 Mb/s 122 m

buffer at IP layer has the capacity of 50000 bytes. For
OLSRv2, we set intervals of HELLO and TC messages
at 2 seconds and 6 seconds, respectively.

As a real-time application, we assumed video stream-
ing traffic. A pair of source and destination nodes
was chosen at random without overlapping between two
nodes. A source node generated UDP packets of 1292
bytes every 20 ms, i.e. 512 kb/s CBR traffic. We mea-
sured the packet delivery ratio, the delay, and the delay
jitter averaged over all packets of all sessions. After
first 60 s for initialization of network, we started ses-
sions one by one from 60 to 120 s in simulation time.
Each session kept sending packets for 60 s. To keep the
number of active sessions from 120 to 540 s in the ex-
periments, we initiated a new session between a newly
selected node pair as soon as any of existing session was
finished. A simulation run was terminated at 606 s in
simulation time after all packets had reached to destina-
tion nodes.

4.2. Comparison with QOLSR

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposal, we con-
sider QOLSR [7], one of the QoS-aware routing pro-
tocol based on the OLSR, for comparison. The be-
havior of QOLSR in our evaluation is as follows. Al-
though the original QOLSR takes into account band-
width and delay as routing criteria, we modified it to
consider only bandwidth, which can be measured by
our SW. We also extended QOLSR to handle multiple
interfaces and channels. From now on, we refer to the
modified QOLSR simply as QOLSR. In the QOLSR
evaluation, each node operating on QOLSR also has
four channels. Ch1 (2.412 GHz), ch6 (2.437 GHz), and
ch11 (2.462 GHz) are assigned to real-time channels
and ch14 (2.484 GHz) to best-effort channel. Real-time
channels accommodate real-time traffic and best-effort
channel carries best-effort traffic and control messages.
Each node operating on QOLSR selects MPRs in the
descending order of total available bandwidth on all
real-time channels. In case of a tie, a node with max-
imum number of uncovered 2-hop neighbors is chosen
as an MPR. Each node propagates control messages via
the selected MPRs on the best-effort channel to man-
age network topology. As in our proposal, the phys-
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Figure 6: Node placement of one case of the simulation I.

ical topology for routing real-time traffic in QOLSR
is the same as that constructed based on control mes-
sages exchanged on the best-effort channel. A real-
time packet is sent to one of neighboring MPRs on a
real-time channel with the largest available bandwidth.
We had disabled our LR (QoS-aware logical routing)
when QOLSR (QoS-aware physical routing) was run-
ning while our SW was kept active to obtain bandwidth
information used for MPR and channel selection. As a
physical routing protocol, QOLSR was running instead
of our OLSR in the QOLSR evaluation.

4.3. Simulation I—General topology

We accommodated 10 random seeds. An example of
node placement is shown in Figure 6. Because of the
density, all nodes have at least one node in the range
of radio signals and a constructed network is connected.
Results on the average end-to-end packet delivery ratio,
the average end-to-end delay, and the average delay jit-
ter are shown in Figure 7. We can see from Figure 7(a)
that the average end-to-end packet delivery ratio is sim-
ilar between our proposal and QOLSR or a little lower
in our proposal, e.g. 90% with our proposal and 92%
with QOLSR for 10 sessions. From Figures 7(b) and
7(c), our proposal is also slightly inferior to QOLSR in
terms of the average delay and the average delay jitter.
A reason for these slight performance degradations are
for establishing about 1.3 times as long path in the num-
ber of physical hops as the shortest path established by
QOLSR in order to detour congested links.
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(a) QOLSR.
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(b) Our proposal.

Figure 8: Comparison of total number of transmitted MAC frames.

While the performance in terms of packet delivery ra-
tio, delay, and delay jitter is almost identical among the
proposal and QOLSR, the proposal has an advantage in
load distribution. In Figure 8, the total numbers of trans-
mitted MAC frames at nodes on a random seed are illus-
trated. Each of cells corresponds to a node. The sum of
values on thex andy axes indicates the node identifier.
We should note that nodes are arranged following their
identifiers, not the location. It is noticed that nodes 32
and 65 are heavily loaded with QOLSR (Figure 8(a)),
whereas the load is relatively distributed over the whole
network with our proposal (Figure 8(b)). From quan-
titative viewpoints, the average variance of transmitted
MAC frames per node is 1.02×108 in Figure 8(a) while
it is 0.76× 108 in Figure 8(b). The average fairness in-
dex is 0.53 in Figure 8(a) and it is 0.66 in Figure 8(b).
The fairness indexf of 100 nodes is derived by the fol-
lowing equation.

f =

(∑100
i=1 xi

)2
100
∑100

i=1 x2
i

(3)

where xi is the value of transmitted MAC frames at
nodei. The fairness index 1 means that nodes are used
equally. From these results, we can say that our pro-
posal compensates the performance degradation caused
by taking a longer physical path with avoiding con-
gested links and balancing the load over the whole net-
work.

4.4. Simulation II—Uniform topology

In the second simulation scenario, considering rather
regular placement of nodes as in the actual environment
where nodes are placed keeping a certain distance, we
first divided the region into 100 cells and placed nodes at
random location one per cell. We accommodated other
10 random seeds. Furthermore, taking into account the
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(a) Comparison of average packet delivery
ratio.
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(b) Comparison of average delay.
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(c) Comparison of average delay jitter.

Figure 7: Results of the simulation I (simulation area: 6000×6000 m, number of nodes: 100, broadcast rate: 6 Mb/s, packet size: 1292 bytes).
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Figure 9: Node placement of one case of the simulation II.

fact that video sessions are not established among ar-
bitrary pairs of nodes, but between a specific pair of
nodes, we fixed source and destination nodes during a
simulation run. An example of node placement is shown
in Figure 9, where filled circle at lower left cell indi-
cates the source node and one at upper right cell indi-
cates the destination node. Because of the regularity of
node placement, a node has at least one neighbor within
the distance of 863 m and thus we set the broadcasting
data rate at 12.0 Mb/s. Results are shown in Figure 10.

We can see that the proposal can accommodate more
sessions than QOLSR keeping the high packet delivery
ratio in Figure 10(a). Up to 5 sessions, both of the pro-
posal and QOLSR could achieve the packet delivery ra-

tio of about 97%. However, when the amount of traffic
further increases, the performance of QOLSR deterio-
rates more rapidly than the proposal for the concentra-
tion of traffic. For example, with 7 sessions, the packet
delivery ratio is about 89% with the proposal and about
83% with QOLSR. When we see the delay and delay jit-
ter in Figures 10(b) and 10(c), there is a crossing point
at around 5 sessions. In a lightly loaded network, i.e.
less than 5 sessions, the delay and delay jitter of the pro-
posal is slightly higher than that of QOLSR for the over-
head of LR header and longer physical paths. However,
when the load further increases, the proposal outper-
forms QOLSR by distributing traffic over the whole net-
work by the logical routing. The number of sessions sat-
isfying the delay requirement for interactive voice com-
munication, i.e. 150 ms (ITU-T G.114 about one-way
transmission time) increases from 7 with QOLSR to 9
with the proposal. From these results, we consider that
our proposal is effective especially for real-time mul-
timedia applications which may exhaust the capacity of
particular wireless links, such as high-quality P2P video
conferencing and remote monitoring with multiple cam-
eras and single monitoring point.

5. Practical experiments and discussions

We implemented the proposal on a real wireless ad-
hoc network and conducted practical experiments to
verify the practicality and applicability of the proposal.
In this section, we describe the experimental system and
the obtained results.

5.1. Experimental system

We used ad-hoc wireless relay nodes made by Hitachi
Information & Communication Engineering shown in
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(a) Comparison of average packet delivery
ratio.
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(b) Comparison of average delay.
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(c) Comparison of average delay jitter.

Figure 10: Results of the simulation II (simulation area: 6000×6000 m, number of nodes: 100, broadcast rate: 12 Mb/s, packet size: 1292 bytes).

Figure 11: The ad-hoc wireless relay node.

Figure 11, in implementing our proposed mechanism.
A node has four wireless network interfaces which
support IEEE 802.11b/11g MAC protocols. We set
three interfaces to the ad-hoc mode and configured
one interface among them as best-effort channel and
the other two as real-time channels. Since IEEE
802.11g has three orthogonal channels by being sepa-
rated by at least 25 MHz to avoid inter-channel inter-
ference, we assigned 2.412 GHz (numbered as chan-
nel 0) to best-effort channel and 2.442 GHz (channel 1)
and 2.472 GHz (channel 2) to real-time channels. So
that several modules running on a node could share the
information, such as topology, on an embedded sys-
tem with very limited memory space, we developed a
semaphore module to realize a shared memory mecha-
nism. To avoid the performance degradation for exclu-
sive memory access, we should carefully determine the
locking duration of each access. Because of this severe
limitation on the architecture, the obtained performance
was not as high as expected as will be shown later. How-
ever, we think that we could successfully confirm the
behavior of our proposal in an actual operating environ-
ment.

S

D

B

A

50m

60m

Figure 12: Experimental topology.

5.2. Experimental environment and discussions

Since we had only four available nodes, we orga-
nized a simple square topology as illustrated in Figure
12. Nodes are placed at corners of a building (Figure
13). Although each channel was separated by 30 MHz
to avoid inter-channel interference, a channel might be
affected by other channels. To avoid the interference as
much as possible, we separated antennas at least 20 cm
from each other. Nodes S and D are source and des-
tination node, respectively. The distance between two
neighboring nodes, i.e. S-A, S-B, A-D, and B-D were
about 50–60 m. Solid lines indicate physical links. As-
suming VoIP traffic, we configured the source node to
generate 64 kb/s CBR traffic per session. In practical
experiments, source node S generated a new session ev-
ery 5 s and sessions kept alive until the end of each ex-
periment. At the beginning of measurement, network
interfaces were operating and OLSRv2 was fully func-
tional.

Figure 14 shows the data reception rate and the ex-
pected data rate, which is equal to 8600 bytes per second
(64 kbdata traffic+ IP header). Figure 15 shows the de-
lay jitter per session. Figures 16 and 17 show channel
usage in terms of the transmission data rate at interme-
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Figure 13: Node placement on practical experiments.

diate nodes A and B, respectively. Until about 35 s, the
data reception rate per session was as high as the ex-
pected data reception rate and the packet delivery ratio
was higher than 98%. The delay jitter was as small as
20 ms. A physical path from node S to D established
by OLSRv2 was S-A-D. However, as can be seen in
Figures 16 and 17, nodes A and B were almost equally
used by load balancing of logical routing. The LR se-
lected node A as an intermediate node for the first two
sessions and node B for the next four sessions. More-
over, it can be noticed that real-time channels on each
intermediate node were evenly used by the SW.
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Figure 14: Data reception rate per session at node D.

From 35 s, however, the data reception rate per ses-
sion suddenly deteriorated and the delay jitter exponen-
tially increased. The reason for this can be explained by
Figure 18, where the transition of CPU usage on node
S is depicted. The ratio of idle CPU dropped to zero
at 35 s and was kept zero since then. It implies that the
drop of data reception rate was caused by full utilization
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Figure 15: Delay jitter per session at node D.
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Figure 16: Transmission data rate per channel at node A.

of poor CPU resource of node S.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a QoS-aware routing
mechanism for real-time applications. By embedding
bandwidth information in control messages of OLSRv2,
a source node establishes the logical path with the max-
imum available bandwidth. Through experiments on a
simulator, we confirmed that our proposal could achieve
almost the same packet delivery ratio, the end-to-end
delay, and the delay jitter as QOLSR in general topol-
ogy. In addition, our proposal more evenly distributed
traffic over the whole network than QOLSR. When we
considered more regular node placement, our proposal
could achieve better performance than QOLSR. We im-
plemented our proposal to the experimental system and
confirmed that our proposal worked at an actual envi-
ronment. Since the logical routing is done at a source,
the proposal can be extended to deal with other QoS
measurements than the available bandwidth as far as
the required information is locally obtained by the SW
module.
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Figure 17: Transmission data rate per channel at node B.
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Figure 18: Transition of CPU usage at node S.

As future research work, we are going to conduct
large scale experiments and for this purpose we need
to improve the structure and program to reduce the load
on node.
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